A Free Do-It-Yourself Tip from DisasterGuy.com

Protect Yourself with Wasp Spray!

This sounds like a truly weird idea – protect yourself with wasp spray?
But if you’ve ever had more wasps around than you wanted, a good can of wasp spray
can knock them out of the air! This wasp spray doesn’t produce a cloud of spray, like a
blast from a shotgun. Instead it shoots a thin LINE of spray, like a rifle. Any wasp hit
drops out of the air like a rock. Why? The wasp spray zaps their nervous system – and the
wasps become too busy trying to breathe and stay alive to bother you anymore.
If you were threatened by very, very likely physical harm, some people would
recommend using a taser. But to use it, it has to be on, and you have to physically touch
two electrodes to that person’s skin. Good luck, and send us a postcard from the hospital.
Wouldn’t it feel better to zap that person from 20 to 27 feet away, and remove the
threat before it got to you? Wasp spray shoots 20 to 27 feet, according to the
information on the wasp spray cans. I got two cans, and on my first try I nailed a pie tin 20
feet away! A pie tin is as big as a person’s head, and if the wasp spray got into his eyes . . .
well, he wouldn’t be a threat anymore!
Why two cans? One for practice, one for storage. Date the stored can and replace
it yearly. It will probably last longer, but for $5 that won’t matter. A company called COLD
STEEL sells smaller, more portable cans that can fit in a lady’s purse.
Use the first can for practice – outdoors, with no wind. Light wind moves the
stream of wasp spray to the side, and stronger wind breaks it up. But you’d probably be
using the wasp spray indoors, where there is no wind. You’ll find that you can quickly walk
the spray where you want it to go.
I suspect the bad guys would laugh if they saw you holding a can of wasp spray. Use
it when you’re scared enough to about pee your britches. I suspect that if your wasp spray
gets into the bad guys’ eyes, they’ll quit laughing. Like the wasps.
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